Art Camp

Supplies

Acrylic paints:
- Cadmium red medium
- Primary Red
- Pthalo Blue
- Cadmium Yellow
- Medium Titanium

- white Liquitex Gloss Medium and varnish (this will be your glue, too, for the papier mache)
- plastic palette
- knife palette
- paper apron
- large cup for water
- 2 paint brushes (1/2" and 1/4")
- 8 x 12" canvasboard or larger

- Drawing pad (any size you want - but not smaller than 8 x 10")
- Tortillion (also called Stump)
- Ebony pencil
- art gum eraser
- 1 HB pencil

- Papier mache "Paperclay"
- 16oz magazine inserts (those annoying ads on cards in magazine)
- newsprint IF you want to use tools and not your hands
- Boxwood tools or Ribbon tools or block printing tools
- small cardboard boxes if you want to use for papier mache (decoration)

All supplies can be found at Artisan Art Store!